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Project Description

In computer science, program or software optimization is defined as the process of

modifying a software system to make some aspects work more efficiently or use fewer

resources. In general, computer software may be optimized to improve performance or to

reduce resource consumption, like memory or energy. Additionally, the effort required to

optimize generally depends upon knowledge of the hardware such as: How long is its

pipeline? How does it detect hazards? Does it dynamically schedule? How does its

caching work? By understanding these aspects of the hardware, we can show how well

software can perform on a given machine.

Yet, while we live in a world where speed is valued, it is very often valued

secondarily in comparison to other considerations like portability, supportability, etc.  Even

aesthetic considerations may, at times, trump the pursuit of speed.  In fact, software is

often written with no concern for the hardware in question, and the speed to be found there,

at all.  Developers rely on compilers to do the dirty work of concerning themselves with the

details of the hardware.  In this spirit, a different test may be of value in order more fully

understand the performance that can rightfully be expected from software.

In this project, the limits of hardware optimization were researched by intentionally

de-optimizing software.  Given that many, if not most, developers do not typically consider

hardware, it is useful to how optimized hardware will behave under the worst

circumstances.  With this new viewpoint, one can imagine that a company might choose

one piece of hardware over another not because it performs the best in very special

circumstances, but rather because its performance degrades the slowest in adverse

circumstances.  The value of this project comes by acknowledging the validity of this

viewpoint.

The goal of this project was to design a series of de-optimizations for the Opteron

and to show how gracefully, or not, its performance degrades.  In some circumstances,

serious degradations in performance were found.  In others, expected de-optimizations

were difficult if not impossible to implement; no doubt, music to the ears of AMD hardware

designers.  By examining the results of this project, one can gain a very thorough

understanding of what development aspects need attention and what aspects can be
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safely ignored.

Methods

A few specific microprocessors were chosen, the AMD Opteron and the Intel Nehalem.

Given its availability, the Opteron was chosen as the CPU to benchmark.  The Nehalem

was used as a measure of universality, i.e. if a de-optimization seriously affects both

CPUs, then maybe it is fairly universal.

After selecting the Opteron, the team set about designing de-optimizations.  Nine

de-optimizations were chosen to be implemented.  The chosen de-optimizations were:

● Branch Density - The code for this de-optimization contains densely packed branch

instructions in order to overload branch target buffers and/or branch prediction

algorithms.

● Unpredictable Instruction - The code for this de-optimization has intentionally

misaligned return instructions in order to prevent branch prediction.

● Float Comparison - The code for this de-optimization uses normal float comparison

(a conditional) when comparing integers (after casting) would suffice.

● Costly Instruction - The code for this de-optimization uses division when

multiplication would suffice.

● Load-Store Dependency - The code for this de-optimization sets up a load-store

dependency, the intention of which is to cause the CPU to wait until stores complete

before loads can occur.

● Dependency Chain - The code for this de-optimization creates a very long

dependency that quickly exhausts the resources of the dynamic scheduler.

● High Latency Instruction - The code for this de-optimization uses a very latency

instruction (LOOP) when lower latency instructions (DEC/JZ) would suffice.

● If Condition Organization - The code for this de-optimization intentionally orders

sub-conditions of an IF statement so that sub-conditions which take longer to

evaluate are first.

● Loop Re-Rolling - The code for this de-optimization breaks a loop into two that

could otherwise be combined so that the dynamic scheduler has less scheduling

leeway.

● Branch Patterns - The code for this de-optimization tries to find patterns that are

difficult for branch prediction hardware to predict.

All of these de-optimizations are described in more detail below.

When possible, the code for these de-optimizations was written in C, using the

GCC compiler.  Typically, C was used if there was no fear that the GCC compiler could

reduce or reverse the effect of the de-optimization.  For example, de-optimizations based
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upon instruction alignment would be difficult to implement in C since the programmer has

very little, if any, control over alignment; however, de-optimizations based upon splitting

loops (whose number of iterations are determined at run-time) can be safely implemented

in C with no expectation that the GCC compiler will combine them.

When C could not be used completely, the NASM assembly language was used to

build C-importable assembly modules.  These modules were then used by a C-wrapper in

order to implement the de-optimization.  Typically, the C-wrapper builds an array that can

be passed to an assembly module, which in turn processes the array.

Thus far, the methods described include the hardware platforms, the chosen

de-optimizations, and the methods used to implement them.  All of these methodological

aspects were fairly straightforward.  What remains to describe is how the implemented

de-optimizations were evaluated on the hardware platforms.

In retrospect, this was one of the more difficult problems solved during this project.

Given the existence of software profiling programs, like CodeAnalyst and VTune, this

difficulty was unexpected.  At a glance, CodeAnalyst appeared ideal since it proffers up a

great deal of information about program execution and it was written for the chosen

hardware platform.  However, it turned out to be less than ideal.  It is cumbersome to work

with; it is hard to evaluate the data for sections of code together.  In short, it is great for

profiling code, but it is poor for generating lots of test results.  So, CodeAnalyst was not an

easy answer to the problem of evaluating de-optimizations.

So, rather than using prepackaged software in order to evaluate de-optimizations,

the project team decided to wrap important sections with code that counts the number of

cycles.  In the post-Pentium world, there is a ready resource for counting clock cycles.  It is

the CPU Timestamp Counter (CTC).  The CTC counts the number clock cycles executed

since the CPU was booted.  It can be a little tricky to work with, especially in multi-core,

multi-CPU environments.  However, if the core/CPU used for execution can be tightly

controlled, then it can be trusted to provide a reasonable measure of the number of cycles

needed to run a section of code.
#if defined(__i386__)

static __inline__ unsigned long long rdtsc(void)

{

    unsigned long long int x;

    __asm__ volatile (".byte 0x0f, 0x31" : "=A" (x));

    return x;

}

#elif defined(__x86_64__)

static __inline__ unsigned long long rdtsc(void)

{

    unsigned hi, lo;

    __asm__ __volatile__ ("rdtsc" : "=a"(lo), "=d"(hi));

    return ( (unsigned long long)lo)|( ((unsigned long long)hi)<<32 );

}
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#endif

The code above was inserted into the C for all optimizations and de-optimizations.  With

this code, a call to rtdsc() yields the current clock cycles (from the CTC). Thus, by

wrapping a section of code with calls to rtdsc() the clock cycles needed to execute that

section can be calculated.

As stated previously, the main issue with using the CTC is ensuring that execution

occurs on only a single CPU.  In Windows, this was achieved by prefixing calls to the

project executables with the following:

start /realtime /affinity 4 /b <executable> <arguments>

In this call, the executable is given the highest possible priority and is assigned to execute

on a specific core (core #3 in the example)  In Linux, this was achieved by prefixing calls to

the project executables in the following way:

bpsh 10 taskset 0x000000004 <executable> <arguments>

In this call, the executable is assigned to execute on node 10.  Further, it is assigned to

execute on a specific CPU (CPU #3 in the example).

Even with the care taken to control CPU/core execution, there can still be noise in

the number of cycles needed to execute a section of code.  In order to overcome this

problem, a very large number of test iterations were required.  However, running the project

executables over and over again would have been too time consuming.

In order overcome this problem, the project team created a program called ‘The

Version Tester’ (VT).  This program is simply an executable that takes a configuration file

as an argument.  Within the configuration file, the number of test iterations is specified

along with a series of programs to test.  For each program, there is a description and a run

command line.  For each specified program, the version tester runs the executable for the

specified number of iterations. After each iteration, it captures the number of cycles (the

number of cycles are written onto stdout by the executable being tested).  After completing

the number of test cycles, the VT computes the average number of cycles per iteration.
ITERATIONS=200

__EXECUTABLES__

Optimized for 10=taskset 0x000000008 ./factorial_over_array_op 10

De-optimized #1 for 10=taskset 0x000000008 ./factorial_over_array_deop_1 10

Optimized for 100=taskset 0x000000008 ./factorial_over_array_op 100

De-optimized #1 for 100=taskset 0x000000008 ./factorial_over_array_deop_1 100

Optimized for 1000=taskset 0x000000008 ./factorial_over_array_op 1000

De-optimized #1 for 1000=taskset 0x000000008 ./factorial_over_array_deop_1 1000

Optimized for 10000=taskset 0x000000008 ./factorial_over_array_op 10000

De-optimized #1 for 10000=taskset 0x000000008 ./factorial_over_array_deop_1 10000

The configuration data above is an example of a VT configuration for Hydra.  It performs 8

different tests, 4 for the optimized version and 4 for the de-optimized version.  This test

allows the optimized and de-optimized versions to be tested against each other as the

array size increases (from 10 to 100 to 1000 to 10000).  Below is an example of the data
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that results:
> bpsh 10 taskset 0x000000004 version_tester

mod_ten_counter.test.hydra-core3.config

Running Optimized for 10 for 200 iterations

Done running Optimized for 10 with an average of 634 cycles

Running De-optimized #1 for 10 for 200 iterations

Done running De-optimized #1 for 10 with an average of 596 cycles

Running Optimized for 100 for 200 iterations

Done running Optimized for 100 with an average of 2371 cycles

Running De-optimized #1 for 100 for 200 iterations

Done running De-optimized #1 for 100 with an average of 2556 cycles

Running Optimized for 1000 for 200 iterations

Done running Optimized for 1000 with an average of 18835 cycles

Running De-optimized #1 for 1000 for 200 iterations

Done running De-optimized #1 for 1000 with an average of 21069 cycles

Running Optimized for 10000 for 200 iterations

Done running Optimized for 10000 with an average of 183000 cycles

Running De-optimized #1 for 10000 for 200 iterations

Done running De-optimized #1 for 10000 with an average of 206230 cycles

Using the VT, the project team tested each de-optimization (against its respective

optimization) for many more iterations than would have been possible by hand or with the

CodeAnalyst.  This means that the data presented below is a very fair representation of the

difference between the optimized and de-optimized version of each algorithm.

The last bit of methodology to mention is that, to the greatest extent possible, the

code for the de-optimized version matches the code for the optimized version.  To do

otherwise would have muddled our results and opened up debate about whether the

de-optimization in question was, in fact, the cause of a speed-down or whether some other

factor was at play.  The upshot of this is that the project team wanted the conclusions

coming from the data to be as incontrovertible as possible.

Analysis and Results

Broad Results

Many of the de-optimizations designed during the research phase of the project worked as

expected.  For example, the Branch Density de-optimization consistently showed a 12%

slowdown on the Opteron for all array sizes.  This comported very well with expected cost
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of missing the branch target buffer (BTB) on the Opteron so consistently.

Other de-optimizations had a greater effect than anticipated.  The Loop Re-Rolling

and Dependency Chain de-optimizations showed very significant slowdowns for all array

sizes.  The expectation was that winnowing down the options available to the Opteron

dynamic scheduler would have an impact, but not such a stark impact.  The upshot of these

surprises is:  software engineers must consider the dynamic scheduler in order write

software that can run efficiently on the Opteron.

Finally, some de-optimizations had little or an inconclusive effect.  For example, the

Branching Pattern de-optimization turned out to be very difficult to realize.  A slowdown was

achieved using random data.  But no significant slowdown was achieved using patterned

data.  Since using random data to cause mispredictions yields no useful information about

the Opteron, this de-optimization was deemed unsuccessful.

Overall, the project team learned as much about how to test and implement

optimizations and de-optimizations as it did about CPU architecture.  Internally, modern

CPUs are a wild cacophony of interacting threads and processes.  This makes profiling

optimizations (and de-optimizations) very difficult.  It turns out that Hydra was a great place

to test de-optimizations; its multiple nodes with multiple CPUs made it easy to run

processes with relative confidence that the program being tested would not end up

competing for resources.  As a result, the data for the Opteron is very smooth and

consistent, while the noisy data for the Intel Nehalem reflects its meagre resources.

Detailed Results

Branch Density De-Optimization

For this de-optimization, the project team designed an algorithm called ‘mod_ten_counter’.

This algorithm takes an array size as input.  It then generates an array of the specified size

in which each element is populated with an integer x where 0 <= x <= 9.  (Note that the data

for this array is not random; if it were, then branch mispredictions could artificially inflate the

effect of the Branch Density de-optimization.)  After this array is populated, the number of

times that each integer x appears in the array is counted.

The executables associated with this algorithm are called

‘mod_ten_counter_op.exe’ and ‘mod_ten_counter_deop_1.exe’ (on Windows).  The code

is written in C.  The section of code being optimized/de-optimized is written in NASM.  The

cycles being counted include only the time that mod_ten_counter spends running its

assembly code.

The optimized version counts the integer instances within the array using a structure

that is much like a case-switch statement in C.  However, the branch statements within this

structure are spaced out using NOP instructions.  These NOP instructions are used to

ensure that the optimized version maintains proper alignment and spacing for branch
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instructions so that branch target buffer (BTB) misses are not incurred.  The important

optimized section is below:
cmp ecx, 0

je mark_0 ; We have a 0

nop

dec ecx

je mark_1 ; We have a 1

nop

dec ecx

je mark_2 ; We have a 2

nop

dec ecx

je mark_3 ; We have a 3

nop

dec ecx

je mark_4 ; We have a 4

nop

dec ecx

je mark_5 ; We have a 5

nop

dec ecx

je mark_6 ; We have a 6

nop

dec ecx

je mark_7 ; We have a 7

nop

dec ecx

je mark_8 ; We have a 8

nop

dec ecx

je mark_9 ; We have a 9

Notice that there is a NOP between each DEC/JE pair.  This was done in order to create

space between branches and in order to better align branching instructions.

The de-optimized version counts the integer instances with much the same structure

as the optimized version.  However, it does not maintain proper alignment and spacing

such that it should incur many BTB misses.  The important de-optimized section is below:
cmp ecx, 0

je mark_0 ; We have a 0

dec ecx

je mark_1 ; We have a 1

dec ecx

je mark_2 ; We have a 2

dec ecx

je mark_3 ; We have a 3

dec ecx

je mark_4 ; We have a 4

dec ecx

je mark_5 ; We have a 5

dec ecx

je mark_6 ; We have a 6
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dec ecx

je mark_7 ; We have a 7

dec ecx

je mark_8 ; We have a 8

dec ecx

je mark_9 ; We have a 9

Notice that, unlike the optimized version, there is no additional NOP instructions between

DEC/JE instructions.  This means that the de-optimized version has a very tightly packed

bunch of branches, unlike the optimized version.  Also, note that, on average, the optimized

version executes 5 more instructions per iteration yet it is significantly outperformed by the

optimized version.

Data

As can be seen by the slowdown percentages below, packing branches as densely as the

de-optimization can have a significant impact on run-time.  On the Opteron, it caused

~10% slowdown for all array sizes; this slowdown is due to the branch target buffer misses

that come with packing branches too densely.  On the Nehalem, this de-optimization also

had a big impact, though the reasons are less well understood.  One point of note for the

Nehalem is the length of its pipeline, which is 17 versus 12 on the Opteron.  Thus,

additional slowdown could be due to a higher cost of BTB misses on the Nehalem.
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Unpredictable Instruction De-Optimization

For this de-optimization, the project team designed an algorithm called

‘factorial_over_array’.  This algorithm takes an array size as input.  It then generates an

array of the specified size in which each element is populated with an integer x where 0 <=

x <= 12.  After this array is populated, the factorial of each element of the array is

calculated and written back into the array, overwriting the original array element.

The executables associated with this algorithm are called

‘factorial_over_array_op.exe’ and ‘factorial_over_array_deop_1.exe’ (on Windows).  The

code is written in C.  The section of code being optimized/de-optimized is written in

NASM.  The cycles being counted include only the time that factorial_over_array spends

running its assembly code.

The optimized and de-optimized versions are almost identical.  Of course, both

perform factorial, recursively, on an integer argument.  However, the optimized version

properly spaces the JNE and RET instructions so that the RET is not mispredicted.  Below

is the important optimized section:
nop

mov     eax, [esp+4]       ; Get the integer whose factorial is

; being calculated

cmp     eax, 1              ; Have we hit one yet?

jne     calculate           ; If we haven't then do another call

nop ; This is here for alignment purposes

ret ; return with a 1

Notice that there is a NOP instruction between the JNE instruction and the RET instruction.

This was done in order to create space between the two and ensure that the RET

instruction is properly aligned.

The de-optimized version on the other hand does not properly space and so it

results in a large number of mispredictions on the RET instruction.  Below is the important

de-optimized section:
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nop ; This is here for alignment purposes

mov     eax, [esp+4]       ; Get the integer whose factorial is

; being calculated

cmp     eax, 1              ; Have we hit one yet?

jne     calculate           ; If we haven't then do another call

ret ; return with a 1

Notice that, unlike the optimized version, there is no NOP instruction between the JNE and

the RET instruction.  This means that the two branching instructions are adjacent and the

the RET instruction is misaligned.

Data

As can be seen by the slowdown percentages below, the cost of mis-aligning heavily used

RET calls is high.  On the Opteron, it caused ~12% slowdown for all array sizes; this

slowdown is due to the branch mispredictions engendered by mis-aligning RET.  On the

Nehalem, this de-optimization had an inconclusive impact.  Therefore, it is reasonable to

assume that the way that the Nehalem indexes branching instructions must be quite

different from the Opteron.
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Branch Pattern De-Optimization

For this de-optimization, the project team designed an algorithm called

‘even_number_sieve’.  This algorithm takes an array size and a pattern as inputs.  It then

generates an array of the specified size in which each element is populated with either 1 or

2.  The order in which 1’s and 2’s appear depends upon the pattern provided; this pattern

essentially represents the branching pattern being tested.  For example, the pattern ‘12’

would cause the array to be populated with alternating 1’s and 2’s; the pattern ‘r’ would

cause the array to be populated with a random sequence of 1’s and 2’s.  After the array

has been constructed, the algorithm iterates over the array and replaces all of its odd

entries, the 1’s, with 0’s.

Only one executable was needed for this de-optimization.  Rather, in this case, an

optimized version is a branching pattern that can be easily managed by the CPUs branch

prediction mechanism.  On the other hand, a de-optimization is a branching pattern that

cannot be easily managed by the branch prediction mechanism.

The executable associated with this algorithm is called ‘even_number_sieve.exe’

(on Windows).  The code is written in C.  The section of code being

optimized/de-optimized is also written in C; there is no assembly for this de-optimization.

The cycles being counted include only the time that the is taken to mark the odd elements

of the array.

The code that evaluates the array elements simply tests whether each element x

(mod 2) is 1 or not.  If it is, then it is replaced with a 0.  Below is the important code:
unsigned long long pstart = rdtsc();

for( i = 0; i < size_of_array; i++ ) {

if ( number_array[i] % 2 == 1 ) {

number_array[i] = 0;

}

}

printf( "Cycles=%d\n", ( rdtsc() - pstart ) );

Notice that each element, mod 2, is compared to 1.  If it is equal, then the element is
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replaced with 0.

The project team was never able to generate interesting results from this

de-optimization.  It is reasonable to conclude that the branch prediction mechanism on the

Opteron is very very good.  Of course, many cycles were lost when random data was used.

However, no branch prediction mechanism can find and use a pattern in random data; it

would not then be random.

Float Comparison De-Optimization

For this de-optimization, the project team designed an algorithm called

‘compare_two_floats’.  This algorithm takes a number of iterations as input. It then

generates two simple floats and tests them, over and over again, for the requested number

of iterations.

The executables associated with this algorithm are called

‘compare_two_floats_op.exe’ and ‘compare_two_floats_deop.exe’ (on Windows).  The

code is written in C.  The section of code being optimized/de-optimized is also written in C;

there is no assembly for this de-optimization.  The cycles being counted include only the

time that compare_two_floats spends comparing the floating point values.

The optimized version performs the comparison of floating point values by casting

the floats into integers and then performing integer comparison.  The important optimized

section is below:
#define FLOAT2INTCAST(f) (*((int *)(&f)))

float t=f1-f2;

pstart = rdtsc();

for (j = 0; j < numberof_iteration ; j++) {

if ( FLOAT2INTCAST(t) <= 0 ) {

Count_numbers(i);

count++;

} else {

count++;

}

}

result=rdtsc()-pstart;

printf( "Cycles=%d\n", result );

Notice that the two floats being compared, f1 and f2, are subtracted (outside of the section

being timed) and then casted and compared to zero.  Thus, no float comparison occurs.

The de-optimized version performs the comparison of floating point values in the

normal fashion, i.e. by straightforwardly comparing the floats.  The important de-optimized

section is below:
float t=f1-f2;

pstart = rdtsc();

for (j = 0; j < numberof_iteration ; j++) {

if ( f1<=f2 ) {

Count_numbers(i);

count++;
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} else {

count++;

}

}

result=rdtsc()-pstart;

printf( "Cycles=%d\n", result );

Notice that f1 and f2 are being compared in the straightforward fashion.  Thus, they are

being compared as floats.

Data

As can be seen by the slowdown percentages below, the cost of casting and the

comparing integers is higher until the array size crosses a certain threshold; at this

threshold, the cost of comparing floats begins to dominate.  On the Opteron, it caused ~6%

slowdown for array sizes greater than 10000; this slowdown is due to the fact that the

floating point data path on the Opteron is more costly than the integer data path.  On the

Nehalem, this de-optimization had a similar impact.  Therefore, it is reasonable to assume

that the Nehalem has a similar discrepancy between its integer and floating point data

paths.
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Costly Instruction De-Optimization

For this de-optimization, the project team designed an algorithm called ‘div_vs_mult’.  This

algorithm takes an array size as input. It then generates an array of the specified size in

which each element is an integer x where 21 <= x <= 212; thus each element is a random

power of two less than or equal to 212.  After this array is populated, each element in the

array is divided by two.

The executables associated with this algorithm are called ‘div_vs_mult_op.exe’ and

‘div_vs_mult_deop_1.exe’ (on Windows).  The code is written in C.  The section of code

being optimized/de-optimized is also written in C; there is no assembly for this

de-optimization.  The cycles being counted include only the time that ‘div_vs_mult’ spends

dividing each element of the array by 2.

Both the optimized and de-optimized versions do basically the same thing.  The only

difference is how each version divides each element of the array by 2.  In the optimized

version, this is done by multiplying each element by 0.5.  This means that the optimized

version is able to use the multiple multiply-data-paths available on the Opteron.  The

important optimized section is below:
unsigned long long start = rdtsc();

for ( i = 0; i < size_of_array; i++ ) {

test_array[i] = test_array[i] * 0.5;

}

printf( "Cycles=%d\n", ( rdtsc() - start ) );

Notice that the division of each element occurs by multiplying it by 0.5.  Thus, no actual

division occurs.

The de-optimized version does the same thing as the optimized version.  It just uses

division, instead of multiplication, to do it.  This can be costly on an Opteron since it has

more limited resources for division, i.e. a single data path.  The important de-optimized

section is below:
unsigned long long start = rdtsc();

for ( i = 0; i < size_of_array; i++ ) {

test_array[i] = test_array[i] / 2.0;
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}

printf( "Cycles=%d\n", ( rdtsc() - start ) );

Notice that the division of each element occurs by dividing it by 2.0. (Note the use of 2.0

rather than 2 ensures that the de-optimization is processed as a floating point operation,

just like the optimization). Thus, division occurs with each iteration.

Data

As can be seen by the slowdown percentages below, the cost of using division when

multiplication would suffice is very high.  On the Opteron, it caused ~25% slowdown for all

array sizes; this slowdown is due to the fact that the Opteron can only handle division on

one of its scalar pipelines.  On the Nehalem, this de-optimization had little impact.

Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that Nehalem may have more resources for division

available.
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Load-Store Dependency De-Optimization

For this de-optimization, the project team designed an algorithm called ‘dependency’.  This

algorithm takes an array size as input.  It then generates an array of the specified size in

which each element is populated with an integer x where 0 <= x <= 9.  After this array is

populated, each element in the array has the previous element added to it; this effect

ripples from the front of the array to the back of the array.  The last element in the array is

the sum of all elements in the array.  Thus, this is basically a prefix sum.

The executables associated with this algorithm are called ‘dependency_op.exe’ and

‘dependency_deop.exe’ (on Windows).  The code is written in C.  The section of code

being optimized/de-optimized is also written in C; there is no assembly for this

de-optimization.  The cycles being counted include only the time that dependency spends

summing array values.

The optimized version performs the additions by keeping the previous three array

elements in temporary variables; it creates few load-store dependencies since the

previous array element does not need to be reloaded, i.e. the sum for the previous element

doesn’t need to be written before it can be reloaded.  The important optimized section is

below:
int temp_prev = test_array[0], temp1, temp2;

unsigned long long start = rdtsc();

for ( i = 3; i < size_of_array; i += 3 ) {

  temp2 = test_array[i - 2] + temp_prev;

  temp1 = test_array[i - 1] + temp2;

  test_array[i - 2] = temp2;

  test_array[i - 1] = temp1;

  test_array[i] = temp_prev = test_array[i] + temp1;

}

printf( "Cycles=%d\n", ( rdtsc() - start ) );

Notice that the value being added to the current element of the array comes from the

temporary variable.  Thus, its value doesn’t need to re-loaded, i.e. no load-store

dependency is (likely to be) created.

The de-optimized version, on the other hand, performs this computation in a more
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natural way.  However, since it must wait for the previous element to have its value written

before the next one can be calculated, many load-store dependencies are created.  The

important de-optimized section is below:
unsigned long long start = rdtsc();

for ( i = 1; i < size_of_array; i++ ) {

test_array[i] = test_array[i] + test_array[i - 1];

}

printf( "Cycles=%d\n", ( rdtsc() - start ) );

Notice that, unlike the optimized version, there are no temporary variables that can be used

to prevent load-store dependencies.

Data

As can be seen by the slowdown percentages below, the cost associated with these kinds

of dependencies is very high.  On the Opteron, it caused ~60% slowdown for all array

sizes; this is due to the fact that the Opteron does not schedule stores in the way that it

schedules other instruction types leading to very costly dependency stalls.  On the

Nehalem, this de-optimization had a lesser impact.  Therefore, it is reasonable to assume

that its dynamic scheduler is better at managing stores.
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High Latency Instruction De-Optimization

For this de-optimization, the project team designed an algorithm called ‘fibonacci’.  This

algorithm takes an array size as input.  It then generates an empty array of the specified

size.  After this array is created, it calculates the fibonacci number associated with each

index of the array.

The executables associated with this algorithm are called ‘fib_op.exe’ and

‘fib_deop.exe’ (on Windows).  The code is written in C.  The section of code being

optimized/de-optimized is written in NASM.  The cycles being counted include only the time

that fib spends running its assembly code.

The optimized and de-optimized versions are almost identical.  Of course, both

calculate the fibonacci number associated with each index.  However, the optimized

version uses the combination of DEC and JNZ instructions in order to control its branching.

Below is the important optimized section:
calculate:

        mov edx, eax

        add ebx, edx

 mov eax, ebx

        mov dword [edi], ebx

        add edi, 4

        dec ecx

        jnz calculate

Notice that each iteration ends with DEC and JNZ instructions.  Thus, the loop will end

when the ECX register is zero.

The de-optimized version on the other hand uses a LOOP instruction instead of the

DEC/JNZ combination.  The important thing to note about the LOOP instruction is that it

has a high latency (approximately 8 cycles) compared to DEC/JNZ.  Below is the important

de-optimized section:
calculate:

        mov edx, eax
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        add ebx, edx

 mov eax, ebx

        mov dword [edi], ebx

        add edi, 4

        loop calculate

Notice that, unlike the optimized version, the loop is controlled by the LOOP instruction.

Just like the optimized version, the loop will end when ECX register is zero.

Data

As can be seen by the slowdown percentages below, the cost of the LOOP instruction is

high.  On the Opteron, it caused ~17% slowdown for all array sizes; this is due solely to the

very high latency of the LOOP instruction.  On the Nehalem, this de-optimization had a

greater impact.  It is hard to speculate on what might cause the Nehalem to have such a

poor implementation of LOOP.
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If Condition De-Optimization

For this de-optimization, the project team designed an algorithm called ‘if’.  This algorithm

takes an array size as input.  It then generates an array of the specified size in which each

element is populated with floats x where 0.5 <= x <= 11.0.  After this array is populated,

each element in the array is evaluated with an if-then statement in order to determine

whether to increment or decrement a dummy variable.

The executables associated with this algorithm are called ‘if_op.exe’ and

‘if_deop.exe’ (on Windows).  The code is written in C.  The section of code being

optimized/de-optimized is also written in C; there is no assembly for this de-optimization.

The cycles being counted include only the time that ‘if’ spends evaluating the elements of

the array with the if-then statement.

Both the optimized and de-optimized versions do basically the same thing.  The only

difference is the order which they each evaluate the clauses of the if-then statement.  One

of these clauses is very easy and fast to evaluate; it is a comparison to zero.  The other of

the clauses is hard and time consuming to evaluate; it is a floating point comparison.  The

important optimized section is below:
int dummy = 0, mod = 0;

unsigned long long start = rdtsc();

for ( i = 0; i < size_of_array; i++ ) {

mod = ( i % 2 );

if ( mod == 0 && test_array[i] > 1.5 ) {

dummy++;

} else {

dummy--;

}

}

printf( "Cycles=%d\n", ( rdtsc() - start ) );

Notice the ordering of the clauses within the if-then statement.  This is an optimal ordering

since the floating point comparison clause need only be evaluated half of the time in order

to know the value of the entire ‘&&’ statement.

Again, the  de-optimized version does the same thing as the optimized version.  It
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just evaluates the ‘&&’ statement in a different order.  The important de-optimized section

is below:
int dummy = 0, mod = 0;

unsigned long long start = rdtsc();

for ( i = 0; i < size_of_array; i++ ) {

mod = ( i % 2 );

if ( test_array[i] > 1.5 && mod == 0 ) {

dummy++;

} else {

dummy--;

}

}

printf( "Cycles=%d\n", ( rdtsc() - start ) );

Again, notice the ordering of the clauses within the if-then statement.  This is a sub-optimal

ordering since the floating point comparison clause needs to be evaluated each and every

time in order to know the value of the entire ‘&&’ statement.

Data

As can be seen by the slowdown percentages below, the cost of improperly ordering

clauses within a conditional is very high.  On the Opteron, it caused ~37% slowdown for all

array sizes; this is due to being forced to evaluate the most expensive of the conditional

clauses for each iteration; therefore, a simple switch in ordering can make this program

37% faster.  On the Nehalem, this de-optimization had a similar impact.
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Loop Re-Rolling De-Optimization

For this de-optimization, the project team designed an algorithm called ‘loop_re_rolling’.

This algorithm takes an array size as input.  It then generates an array of the specified size

in which each element is populated with integers x where 0 <= x <= 9.  After this array is

populated, two more arrays are built; one will hold the squares (x2) of each element in

integer array and the other will hold the cubes (x3) of each element in the array.  After these

arrays are built, squares and cubes arrays are populated by iterating over the elements of

the integer array.

The executables associated with this algorithm are called ‘loop_re_rolling_op.exe’

and ‘loop_re_rolling_deop.exe’ (on Windows).  The code is written in C.  The section of

code being optimized/de-optimized is also written in C; there is no assembly for this

de-optimization.  The cycles being counted include only the time that the executables

spend filling out the squares and cubes array from the original.

The optimized version fills out the squares and cubes array into a single loop, since

the integer array is used to populate both.  This is ideal since it gives the dynamic

instruction scheduler more flexibility when scheduling instructions to run.  The important

optimized section is below:
unsigned long long pstart = rdtsc();

for ( i = 0; i < size_of_array; i++ ) {

quadratic_array[i]=load_store_array[i]*load_store_array[i];

cubic_array[i]=load_store_array[i]*load_store_array[i]*load_store_array[i];

}

printf( "Cycles=%d\n", ( rdtsc() - pstart ) );

Notice that the calculation that populates the element of each array, squares and cubes, is

within the same loop.

The de-optimized version fills out the squares and cubes array using separate

loops.  This is sub-optimal since it takes away some of the flexibility that the dynamic

instruction scheduler might otherwise have when scheduling instructions to run.  The

important de-optimized section is below:
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unsigned long long pstart = rdtsc();

for ( i = 0; i < size_of_array; i++ ) {

quadratic_array[i]=load_store_array[i]*load_store_array[i];

}

for ( i = 0; i < size_of_array; i++ ) {

cubic_array[i]=load_store_array[i]*load_store_array[i]*load_store_array[i];

}

printf( "Cycles=%d\n", ( rdtsc() - pstart ) );

Notice that the calculation that populates the element of each array, squares and cubes, is

within the separate loops.

Data

As can be seen by the slowdown percentages below, the cost of not combining loops that

can be combined is very high.  On the Opteron, it caused ~50% slowdown for all array

sizes; this is solely due to the fact that splitting the computations into separate loops

isolates them such that the dynamic scheduler cannot schedule them together; some of the

the flexibility that it might have had otherwise has been lost.  On the Nehalem, this

de-optimization had an impact, but a lesser one.  It is hard to imagine why this is less costly

on the Nehalem.
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Dependency Chain De-Optimization

For this de-optimization, the project team designed an algorithm called

‘dependency_chain’.  This algorithm takes an array size as input.  It then generates an

array of the specified size in which each element is populated with integers x where 0 <= x

<= 20.  After this array is populated, all of the elements of the array are summed into a

single integer variable.

The executables associated with this algorithm are called

‘dependency_chain_op.exe’ and ‘dependency_chain_deop_1.exe’ (on Windows).  The

code is written in C.  The section of code being optimized/de-optimized is also written in C;

there is no assembly for this de-optimization.  The cycles being counted include only the

time that the executables spend adding the elements of the array.

The optimized version adds the elements of the array by striding through the array in

four element chunks and adding elements to four different temporary variables.  After the

array has been processed, the four temporary variables are added.  The advantage of the

optimized version is that it creates four large dependency chains instead of one massive

one.  Thus, the dynamic scheduler has many more options when scheduling instructions.

The important optimized section is below:
int sum = 0, sum1 = 0, sum2 = 0, sum3 = 0, sum4 = 0;

unsigned long long start = rdtsc();

for ( i = 0; i < size_of_array; i += 4 ) {

sum1 += test_array[i];

sum2 += test_array[i + 1];

sum3 += test_array[i + 2];

sum4 += test_array[i + 3];

}

sum = sum1 + sum2 + sum3 + sum4;

printf( "Cycles=%d\n", ( rdtsc() - start ) );

Notice that the summing occurs across four temporary variables.  These temporary

variables are then added after the array has been processed.

The de-optimized version sums each element of the array into one variable.  This

creates a massive dependency chain that quickly exhausts the scheduling resources of the
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dynamic scheduler.  The important de-optimized section is below:
int sum = 0;

unsigned long long start = rdtsc();

for ( i = 0; i < size_of_array; i++ ) {

sum += test_array[i];

}

printf( "Cycles=%d\n", ( rdtsc() - start ) );

Notice that the summing occurs using one variable only.

Data

As can be seen by the slowdown percentages below, the cost of creating a massive

dependency chain is shockinly high.  On the Opteron, it caused ~150% slowdown for all

array sizes; this is solely due to the exhaustion of the scheduling resources of the dynamic

scheduler; exhausting these resources effectively makes the program run sequentially (no

ILP).  On the Nehalem, this de-optimization had a large impact but not quite as large as the

Opteron.  One can only imagine that it has more scheduling resources at its disposal.
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Conclusion

The de-optimizations show, convincingly, that ignoring hardware when writing software can

be very costly indeed.  Most of the de-optimizations had effects that were greater than 25%

of running time.  Some had effects up to 150%.  These are not trivial slowdowns.  They

show that prioritizing considerations of aesthetics, portability, etc in front of hardware can

result in significant slowdowns.

It is shocking when one considers that many of the de-optimizations that were

implemented look just like code that one sees everyday in business and academic

environments.  Moreover, much of its was straightforwardly compiled, i.e. the compiler did

not resolve the issues during compilation.  The results of this project should, at the very

least, make software developers reconsider many of their accumulated habits.  Sometimes

the best “looking” code may perform the worst.

The fact that the results of this project are somewhat shocking should demonstrate

that a metric that considers software slowdown potential is needed.  The information

discovered over the course of this project, it seems, should have already been available to

those making hardware purchasing decisions.  If a would-be purchaser knew the slowdown

potential of hardware platforms and also knew that his/her company would not be writing

software for specific hardware platforms, then it would be logical for he/she to focus on the

hardware that has the least potential for slowdown.  This is the gap that this project has

exposed.

Compiling and Running Instructions

Compiling

To compile any of the de-optimizations (and their corresponding optimizations), execute

the following on Hydra:
make -f makefile-linux
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Running

To run any of the de-optimizations (and their corresponding optimizations), from the

directory that contains the de-optimization, execute the following on Hydra:
bpsh 10 taskset 0x000000004 version_tester <config file>

The <config file> refers to the configuration file that is within whatever de-optimization

directory is to be run; these files are clearly marked as for Hydra.  Note that the instruction

above runs the de-optimization on node 10, CPU 3 of Hydra.  The configuration file

instructs the version tester to run the optimizations and de-optimizations a certain number

of times (usually 200) over increasingly larger array sizes.  The results of this testing will

then be written onto stdout.
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